Editorial

The present volume Thaksin University Journal (TSUJ) Vol. 24 No. 1 (January–April 2021) is the first issue of three issues that is published in the year 2021. This issue is also published 10 research articles mostly selected from The 30th Thaksin University Annual Conference: Thailand Driven Research and Innovation, on May 30, 2020 as announced in the TSUJ Vol. 23 No. 2. All of these 10 interesting articles are the multidisciplinary of science and technology of research articles in aquatic science (1), applied nuclear physics (2), applied biology (1), applied physics (1), industrial management engineering (1), agroindustry (1), wind energy (1), environmental science (1), and chemistry (1). We strongly expect that all of these research articles will be helpful to our regular and loyalty TSUJ readers and customers.

In the year 2021, we have started to modify and upgrade the new platform and new name of TSUJ which is “ASEAN Journal of Scientific and Technological Reports or AJSTR” as announced in the latest issue (TSUJ Vol. 23 No. 3). The new international platform of AJSTR will be organized and served to our valuable and energetic readers and customers with the rules that have changed some more or less. For example, all selected and accepted research articles will be only written and organized in English. Furthermore, the new international editorial board of AJSTR will set-up and start to administrate and manage all business of the journal soon. On this occasion, we sincerely and earnestly invite researchers who are diligent and committed to producing quality research and collecting data into articles written in well organized English and then sending to AJSTR for reviewing, publishing, and sharing to academic society at both national and international levels.

Unfortunately, as we have been facing and fight with the new wave of Corona Virus Disease (COVID-19) pandemic since the beginning of this year and then again in April 2021. Until at the present time, we have to live and adjust ourselves to some new normal lifestyles for some period of time. The right solution to COVID-19 pandemic problem is finding and distributing vaccines to people as soon as possible. At the same time, we have to save and prevent ourselves from risky situations to be infected with the disease as much as we can. For this reason, we should not panic, stay calm and lead normal life with a new normal way of living. Hence, we would like to request and invite interested researchers who try to contribute research affecting society and human life and then deliver to us for further publication and dissemination of national and international academic society. Furthermore, all research articles related and corresponded to multidisciplinary on science and technology issue are also welcome to be submitted, reviewed and published by TSUJ editorial management and platform by using the modern and efficient Thai Journals Online (ThaiJO) system. The domestic ThaiJO system is the database system which is developed on Online Journal System (OJS) by Public Knowledge Project (PKP).

Lastly, the new international platform of AJSTR will be organized and completed in the end of this year 2021 with the first complete volume (AJSTR Vol. 24 No. 3 (September – December 2021)). Therefore, the last volume of TSUJ that is the next volume (TSUJ Vol. 24 No. 2 (May – August 2021)) will be ready to serve soon and will be in memory forever. In the end, we have been expecting that we can improve and upgrade the AJSTR quality up to international level within two years as already announced. Thank you very much again for helping AJSTR (former TSUJ) improving and see you again in the next issue.
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